How did your career develop after graduate school? After submitting my doctoral dissertation, I moved to the US to spend two exciting years with Bela Julesz at Bell Labs (Murray Hill, New Jersey), followed by a few months at Caltech. With Julesz I was exposed to 'big science' -the construction of grand theories of perception. Julesz developed the Texton theory at that time, with extraordinary passion, expectations, and excitement. We had lengthy scientific arguments; I was trying to constrain the theory by invoking short-range interactions, based on the results I had obtained in my doctoral research, an idea that was finally adopted by Julesz. Unlike most labs nowadays, Julesz had only one postdoc at a time, which led to very close and deep relationships and with a lasting friendship that survived our scientific disagreements. During this period I was using the 'backward-masking' paradigm in my experiments which revealed the large effect of experience on perceptual thresholds -in the paradigm I was using, stimuli that are initially indistinguishable become easy to discriminate after a short practice session, an improvement that continues for several days and is preserved even after a long period of time without further practice. Most psychophysicists at that time considered such effects a nuisance, and tried to overcome them by using well-practiced observers; however, there were a few published attempts to relate these effects to learning processes within the visual system. Later, at the Weizmann Institute, perceptual plasticity became my main field of interest. What turned you on to biology in the first place? It was a slow process. It started in the early 1970s shortly after the first man landed on the moon. I studied aerospace engineering first, at the Israel Institute of Technology (Haifa, Israel), probably dreaming about space travel. During the first year, however, I felt the need to attain a better understanding of the theories underlying technology and therefore I changed fields, to physics. I transferred to the Hebrew University of Jerusalem to study Physics and Mathematics; Jerusalem was chosen so I could be with my girlfriend at that time, now my wife. I was very much inspired by my Physics studies as an undergraduate student and later when starting graduate studies, but I was also curious about the inner workings of the brain, the structure that is responsible for all these wonderful theories. At that time I was also taking courses in philosophy, and the mind-body problem seemed to make studying physics less satisfying. Although the Hebrew University now hosts a prestigious interdisciplinary graduate program of neuronal computation (ICNC), at that time, the mid-1970s, the move between disciplines such as physics and biology was not easy. Luckily, I met Professor Shaul Hochstein, who had just started his vision laboratory and was willing to accept me as a , in which he shows how well the visual system is engineered. Julesz's 1981 paper "Textons, the elements of texture perception and their interactions" (Nature 290, 91-97), in which he describes the systematic research leading to his discovery of elementary particles of vision, which he dubbed 'textons', made me feel like doing physics again, and I thought we are on the right track. I was very lucky to have the chance to work with these two scientific giants, having spent a summer with Barlow in Cambridge, during my graduate studies, and two years with Julesz at Bell Labs, as a postdoc. I believe these key interactions contributed the most to shape my scientific life.
Do
What is the best advice you've been given? I cannot recall any specific advice I have been given, and I cannot think of any better advice other than "follow your scientific instinct" (which someone probably gave me). There is much popular or semi-popular literature nowadays, so it is relatively easy to develop a passion for a field, without which scientific achievements cannot be rewarding and a career cannot be successful. Biology is a very diverse field and I believe that to obtain a deep understanding of some of the important issues, such as those related to brain research, one first needs to undergo training in a quantitative scientific field, such as physics or perhaps computer science. I think that we are approaching a scientific revolution in brain research, very much like the one in physics ~400 years ago, and we better have the right tools to deal with it when it arrives.
What has been your biggest mistake? I'm not sure I remember the biggest, there have been many… It is difficult to know what is right or wrong; there is always a risk in the next step we take, without which science cannot advance. Science involves experimenting with theories; all theories are doomed to fail at some point in time, though, luckily, some remain longer. In some scientific fields, testing the wrong ideas can be very costly in time and money, but not in the field of visual psychophysics.
What is your favourite conference?
After many years of attending conferences, I am less excited now by the 'mega-conferences' with their overloaded, noisy poster halls. I still attend, almost every year, the medium-sized Vision Sciences Society (VSS) conference in Florida. I also like the European Conference on Visual Perception (ECVP), which used to have ~100 participants in the early 1980s when I started to participate but now has ten times more. My favourite is a conference on perceptual learning that is now about to have its third meeting, with around 40 participants, which I think is just the right size for efficient interactions, and which has a good choice of interesting venues. Bela Julesz (1928 -2003 . He started his career as a radar engineer at Bell Labs after fleeing Hungary in 1956. Soon afterwards, he invented the random dots stereogram (first reported in his 1960 paper "Binocular depth perception of computergenerated patterns", Bell System Technical Journal 39, 1125-1162) that, in addition to generating a dazzling perceptual experience, showed the need for, and enabled the development of, a detailed neuronal theory of visual perception. Julesz himself developed the first network theory of stereo vision, using an array of spring-coupled magnetic-dipoles to model the cooperative processes underlying stereo vision. He was also a pioneer in exploring the statistical properties of images. He studied rapid perceptual segmentation of textures, using mathematical and experimental methods, which eventually led to the Texton Theory of preattentive vision, which he introduced in 1981. As I have already mentioned, I was a postdoc with him for two productive years, during which I learned that great scientific discoveries are a result of, in addition to intellectual skills, endless curiosity and high ambitions.
Do you have a scientific hero?

Any views on developments in science publishing?
The number of publications in a given scientific field is enormous, impossible to follow. The current publishing system does not help much; on the contrary, there are too many new journals offering the possibility of publishing lesserquality work; thus, almost anything eventually gets published, and the available ranking system (impact factor) does not help much to narrow down the reading list to worthwhile papers. I guess we will end up with scientists publishing their own work on their websites or in dedicated archives (perhaps as in physics). This, of course, will generate many low-quality publications but, with efficient search engines and experts' recommendations, the better ones will receive their deserved attention.
What do you think about the role of theoretical approaches in biology? I do not think a scientific field can advance without a theory. Unfortunately, there are no strong formal theories in brain research, ones that are based on some minimal general principles and that can account for a large range of behaviours. There are, however, some powerful concepts that prove useful in understanding sensory systems and perception, based on theories of statistical inference. I see the increasing interest in computational neuroscience as a step toward developing a theoretical neuroscience. The powerful computers currently available on our desks allow for effortless modelling and simulation of many brain processes, but often relying on ad hoc assumptions and arbitrary parameterization. The small victories, however, are gratifying.
What do you think are the big questions to be answered next in your field? The biggest challenge is of course the mind-body problem. A complete theory of the brain should relate to the paradoxical interaction between mind and matter. I believe the solution involves a major revolution in our present understanding of physics and biology, and that current attempts are premature. Of course, it is impossible to resist the problem and I find myself playing with related issues. One question I am currently addressing relates to the boundary between perceptions that we are aware of and those that we are not aware of. A suitable solution may help us to better understand the functional properties of brain mechanisms that give rise to conscious perception.
Nonetheless, I think conscious perception is not as interesting as those perceptual processes that lay under the surface of consciousness. These seem to be much richer and more dynamic in comparison with conscious perception. In addition, there are many other exciting open questions to address: learning and memory is my favourite. Our perception of the world is shaped by memories generated while interacting with the environment; thus, there is a continuous update, with memories and their meaning constantly changing, resulting in interesting drifts in our conceptual system. I think that this is the mechanism underlying our cultural development and changes in social values, sometimes leading to confusions in moral judgements. Our psychophysical experiments show that initially distinct visual objects (faces) can be made perceptually indiscriminable for observers that experience these objects as gradually changing from one to the other (see a 2007 paper I co-authored "The effects of perceptual history on memory of visual objects" Vision Research 47, [965] [966] [967] [968] [969] [970] [971] [972] [973] .
